
ANDREA SORENSEN FRONT END DEVELOPER

aksorensen29@gmail.com| 707.296.5418 | | LinkedIn| GitHub

SKILLS
JavaScript, CSS, HTML5, Mocha & Chai, Code Review, TDD, Version Control (Git), GitHub, Web
Accessibility, Fetch API, React, React Router, Cypress E2E Testing, TypeScript, Responsive Design

PROJECTS

Dilettante’s Muse| Team Project | 25hrs. |Github | Deploy Link
● In collaboration with a talented team, I played a crucial role in developing Dilettante’s Muse, an exciting

application that offers a fresh approach to art exploration, built for users who are just beginning their art
exploration journey. Using React, TypeScript, React Router and Cypress E2E testing, we designed a
responsive site that allows users to explore and save their favorite pieces of art, all housed at the MET in
New York.

● Overall, Dilettante’s Muse represents our collective expertise, creativity, and commitment to excellence. By
developing this app, I further honed my technical skills, project management capabilities, and
collaboration abilities, positioning myself as a valuable contributor to future software development
endeavors.

Yogability | Solo Project | 20 hrs | Github | Deploy Link
● This project was developed during a 6 day sprint in order to showcase my abilities to quickly and

effectively implement React.js, Router & Cypress E2E testing by developing a front-end app that meets a
very specific MVP. Complete with wireframing, restAPI, user-personas & user-stories, I was able to create
a responsive, accessible app, which showcases different asanas to the user based on their current
experience level.

● I had a lot of fun building this app, because it allowed me the opportunity to be creative & have fun! Due
to the strict timeline & limited features available to build, it enabled me to think small & really identify
what the user needs to meet the project specs. Identifying my user, shaped the app & helped me make
decisions about the functionality. There will be more extensions coming, further honing in my software
developer skills

EDUCATION

Turing School of Software & Design
● ACCET Certificate of Completion in Front End Engineering

EXPERIENCE

Dazey’s Supply | 2014 – 2022 | Assistant Manager
● Assisted in managing a team of employees, providing guidance, training, and support to ensure

exceptional customer service and operational efficiency.
● Used my natural problem-solving, curiosity, and attention to detail, which helped me discover huge errors

within our receiving department, which saved the company tens of thousands of dollars.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrea-sorensen-801320272
https://github.com/andreasorensen
https://github.com/andreasorensen/coloRandom-Team-Project.git
https://dilettantes-muse.vercel.app/
https://github.com/andreasorensen/yoga-builder.git
https://yogability.vercel.app/

